International Online Marketing ROCKSTARS (internship, m/f)

Thanks for checking out our listing!

SYMPTOMA is one of the most successful start-ups in the German-speaking area and is looking for international online marketing interns. We reach millions of visitors every month.

You enjoy full freedom to choose where you want to work from. You may join us in one of our offices (in beautiful Salzburg or in Attersee) or you can work from home, on the beach, in a cafe or anywhere else.

Your upsides

- You get to know online marketing from first-hand practical experience.
- You set up websites for different countries on your own (in this way getting to know the A to Z from conception to marketing).
- You create editorial plans and learn to empathize yourself with the target groups.
- You will benefit from the prompt market feedback and the 15-year expertise in online marketing of our executive board.

Your profile

- You are studying communications, media, economics, business or linguistics.
- You have excellent grammar and spelling skills that you are realizing in your everyday communication.
- Your high social competency allows you to empathize with your counterparts in an outstanding way – in written as well as in digital communication.
- Writing fast is nothing new for you.
- You handle websites, Office programs and other software in an intuitive way.
- You are self-confident, work accurately and efficiently.
- You are excited to work for one of the most successful and innovative start-ups in Europe.
Your prospects

- Starting right away, without remuneration, duration by arrangement - bonuses reserved ;-)

Interested?
Please send your application via e-mail only (incl. CV and cover letter) stating your earliest possible starting date to jobs@symptoma.com and use the code word "ROCKSTAR" in the subject line.